JUPITER’S LIGHTNING ROD
Offerings from this series are a magical welcome party for Jupiter entering his home sign of
Sagittarius. They emphasize the lightning and thunder aspects of the Jupiterian current, magnifying
the greater beneﬁc’s transits during his time in the Centaur’s sign, bringing good luck and drawing
opportunities. Their primary intention is to make the most out of ongoing Jupiter transits and
intentionally work them straight out the gate!
Jupiter’s Lightning Rod can be used to: get the most goodness from Jupiter transits and during
Jupiter ruled times, increase luck, trigger unexpected opportunities, elevate your perspective —
making it broader and more long-term, assist in goal setting and execution, break yourself (or
others) out of stagnancy, offer inspiration and boost creativity, reduce procrastination, brighten and
uplift moods, enhance personal drive and self-conﬁdence, assist in achievement and promotion,
connect to a greater purpose, connect further with/ honor thunder + lightning Gods and spirits,
receive boons from powerful people or random circumstances, generate excitement, tilt odds in your
favor, increase positive outcomes and outlooks.
Side effects: These offerings are low-key lightning in a bottle — very warming and can take a toll on
the nervous system, especially with daily or prolonged application. A little goes a long way, use when
it matters, and with intention. May cause sweating, skin reactions, or headaches due to their
tremendously yang nature.
Application: Anoint or spray yourself before important events where opportunities may take place,
such as job interviews, networking events, conferences, etc. Apply to mundane or magical items for
increased luck, speed, and efficacy. Wear on the days and/ or hours of Jupiter.
Anointing Oil: Contents and natural lapis lazuli pigment will settle. Shake before application.
Powder: Use to dress candles or in any way sachet powders are usually used. Can be mixed with
other powder bases to make it go a longer way or tame the charge.
Planetary Days + Hours: Thursdays and/ or Sundays after sunset. Hours of Jupiter.
Ritual + Altar: For ritual altar and offering suggestions, visit sphereandsundry.com/jupiter
These items are also happy to live on wealth and prosperity altars.
Orphic Hymn/ Prayer: Say the prayer to Zeus/ Jove. Optionally, replace “Jove” with “Jupiter” —
O Jove much-honor’d, Jove supremely great, to thee our holy rites we consecrate,
Our pray’rs and expiations, king divine, for all things round thy head exalted shine.
The earth is thine, and mountains swelling high, the sea profound, and all within the sky.
Saturnian king, descending from above, magnanimous, commanding, sceptred Jove;
All-parent, principle and end of all, whose pow’r almighty, shakes this earthly ball;
Ev’n Nature trembles at thy mighty nod, loud-sounding, arm’d with light’ning, thund’ring God.
Source of abundance, purifying king, O various-form’d from whom all natures spring;
Propitious hear my pray’r, give blameless health, with peace divine, and necessary wealth!
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